We ~d.ll present it as a calculus, and will limit o~ese].ve,~; to the formal description, thus ignorJ/~g semantic interpz~tation (which is not /nm~liately relevant for our ~ at hand).
Some definitions
Let BA£:CAT be a finite set of at/muic categories and CC~ a finite set of category forndrg connec~:ives. categories, where P, T and Q are ,%on-eai0ty. In the following ex6m~01e we present a proof with the relevant category printed in bold and the identified sequence underlined. Clearly, t~.s procedure might take some time %0
deoide on %he validity of a seq~lent. One might hope that %heor~,~ are proven rapidly, but w~l the sequents are false, a lot of ~ork has to be £k~. Fortunately enough, there is a si,101e way to prune away some branches of the search tree that 
